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Abstract— In today’s world competition is increasing day by day. In field of higher education as competition is increasing so the student self-harm rate is increasing. The reason for this is because students are not able to cope with studies and under pressure they do self-harm. Data mining is a technique which can be used to decrease this self-harm rate. In this paper we want to explain that using data mining we can predict result of students beforehand by using previous year result or any other factors in early stages of any course. This technique is called Prediction Analysis and this an example of use of data mining in the field of education. It can also be called as educational data mining. Any Data mining can be used for this prediction analysis and we will be using WEKA tool of data mining to predict result.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Data Mining

Data Mining is a part of computer science which is used to implement methods like machine learning, neural network and artificial intelligence. Data mining is the technique or method of extracting patterns or information from the already present information.

Data Mining came into view around 1990’s. It can be used to implement classification, regression, clustering and implementing association rules.

B. Prediction Analysis

Trying to find the result or answer of any question of present or future on the basis of past information is known as prediction.
In the field of education by using data mining we will try to predict result of students on the basis of performance in previous year exam. On the basis of previous year result a pattern will be made or arranged using which result of current year will be predicted.

The basis of their performance in previous year exam can be taken as their class behavior, exam result, class attendance, extra-curricular activities or behavior with other student and teachers.

Using all these attributes or properties a pattern will be arranged or information will be extracted using data mining on previous result by training that information under any technique of data mining and will be stored. Later on that stored pattern information of this current result set will be tested and the result will be predicted.

Data mining is used to filter relevant information from all the data present on web like hypertext and all other resources of web etc. Data mining has many techniques like classification, clustering, artificial neural network etc. under which many algorithms are used as k-means, decision tree ZeroR and mlp training method as well as k-fold and association mining rules.

L. Romdhae, N. Fadhel and B. Ayeb [1] in 2010 showed that to predict student success rate used data mining techniques based on both regression and classification can be applied. The authors first showed prediction result using regression analysis and Bayes method. Later on he also showed the use of decision tree under j48 method of classification to predict result and they also studied about how clustering technique can be used to predict result.

K. Umamaheswari and S. Niraimathi [2] August 2013 used data mining technique to predict the shortlist students eligible for interview after prediction they arranged students acc. To their merit obtained using predictor they used various data mining technique for this work some are classification an clustering technique data mining. They used data mining technique to keep an eye on the performance of students acc. To them classification technique of data mining provide more accurate result than clustering technique but also say that clustering is an important technique.

S. Aher and L.M.R.J. Lobo [3] in 2011 used classification and clustering technique of data mining to predict student result. The author used ZeroR algorithm of classification technique to predict result and also predicted result using DBSCAN algorithm of clustering of data mining. They used WEKA to predict student result under these both techniques.

Sumam Sebastian [4] in June 2015 evaluated student result on the basis of artificial neural network under data mining. He also used weka tool of data mining to predict result. He used real time set of marks of 300 students to predict result. He used k-fold and association rule mining technique to predict result. Acc. to him k-fold technique provide better result than association rule mining. He conclude it by showing the comparison of both
techniques. In association rule mining he used MLP training method and in k-fold he used 10-fold technique to predict result.

Milos Ilic and Petar Spalevic [5] in March 2016 used classification to predict result rate of students. They predicted result by using weka tool of data mining under classification they used j48 and ZeroR algorithm to predict result. They also showed the use of IBK algorithm of classification. They used two different training sets and on their basis generated two different model later on that two different model they used two different test sets. They showed the comparison of different algorithms on two different data sets and concluded that accuracy of prediction depend upon the accuracy of training data sets. Acc. to them as accurate the train set will be as accurate the result predicted will be by the model generated using training set.

Amirah Mohamed Shahiria, Wahidah Husaina and Nur’aini Abdul Rashida [6] showed a case study how data mining algorithms can be used to predict student result. They reviewed various research papers from 2002 to 2015 and explained their basis which techniques are mostly used to predict result. Acc. to them classification and artificial neural network are two basic techniques used to predict result. They explained neural network (98%) gives highest accuracy in prediction which is followed by decision tree under classification followed by 91% accuracy. Then are k-nearest neighbor with 85% and naïve Bayes with 75% accuracy which is lowest.

Parneet Kaura, Manpreet Singh and Gupreet Singh Josan [7] in 2015 predicted student result of 164 high school students using data mining techniques as well as slow learning students present in that group of students. They used weka tool to predict result and to show comparison of various techniques to predict result. Acc. to them multilayer perceptron is best algorithm for prediction with maximum accuracy of 85% in their training set. They also showed the comparison some other five data mining techniques including MLP then also multilayer perceptron has given best result as compared to others.

R. R. Kabra and R. S. Bichkar [8] December 2011 predicted the performance of engineering students. They used decision tree algorithm technique to predict student performance. They used the data of around 340 students of engineering field to predict their performance in their first year exam. They generated pattern using decision algorithm to create a training model for prediction accuracy of model generated was 60%. They used confusion matrix to check whether how many student will pass or how many will fail.

### III. METHODOLOGY USED

**WEKA**: Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis

WEKA is a data mining tool used for data mining. Data mining can also be defined as process generating new information on the basis of past or previous information. WEKA is a tool based on JAVA language.

JAVA is an object oriented and platform independent programming language developed by Sun Microsystems. Both JAVA and WEKA has GNU (General Public License).

It was developed by university of Waikato, New Zealand as it is based on java so it is platform independent tool which has many types of machine learning tool inbuilt in it like classification, clustering and many other data mining algorithms.

---

Fig. 4. a snapshot of WEKA Tool[17]
IV. **GENERAL APPROACH**

Generally in any study course student take admission they try to cope with all the competition by themselves. They give exam where either they pass or fail. Due to this pressure of getting good result they get buried under studies and when they don’t get desired result sometime this can lead to self-harm.

As now a day’s student self-harm rate is increasing day by day rapidly. This is due to increasing competition between students and increasing complexity of learning.

But institutes can help student and can also decrease this self-harm rate and remove study pressure from student by the use of technology i.e. Data Mining. Data mining has many uses in many fields and is a part of computer science world whose use is increasing day by day. This use of data mining in the field of education is known as Educational Data Mining commonly known as EDM.

V. **PROPOSED WORK**

By using Data mining in the field of education i.e. Educational Data Mining we can predict result of students beforehand and try to help those students who have low marks according to predictor. This can decrease the ratio of self-harm in students due to low marks and study pressure up to some extent which can be seen as a social help.

In this scheme (as shown in fig 5.1) a training set on the basis of past result of student will be created. The basis to create that past result can be anything either their marks or their behavior in class and with fellow students. Using that set a pattern will be generated and that pattern can be used to find the result of students at early stages of any course.

![Diagram](Fig. 4. Proposed Work using Data Mining to predict result[19])
VI. CONCLUSION

We are trying to predict result of students at early stages only of any course on the basis of previous result using prediction analysis of Data mining. For prediction we are using WEKA tool which is free and is machine learning tool.

In WEKA tool we will as input give the past result set on the basis of which a model will be created which provide a particular pattern of student result needed to pass exam. The past result set can be made on the basis of any attribute or property of students either their marks or behavior in class. Later on to predict result at any stage of course test set based on same attribute will be made and tested on the model created using WEKA. By doing this institute can help those students before final exam whose result has been predicted fail or low marks.
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